We show the Sp -criteria and the cut-off result for an operator closely related to the classical Hardy inequality. on the upper half plane by the formula /oo
Introduction
For a function g defined on (0, oo) we consider the operator Ag acting on L2(0, oo), which is given by the formula Agh(y) = ^-f h(x)dx. y Jo
We prove the S^-criteria for Ag , 1 < p < oo, and the cut-off result at p = 1 which states that Ag cannot be trace class. This cut-off for Ag is related to the result of Rochberg in [R2] . In a more general sense it resembles the critical index behavior of commutators of singular integral operators found by Janson and Wolff in [JW] and the behavior of Hankel operators on Bergman spaces studied by Arazy, Fisher, and Peetre in [AFP] . The case p -oo is also contained in the paper [BK] by Bloom and Kerman. After this work was done the author was informed that closely related results had been obtained earlier by Birman and Solomyak in [BS] .
The boundedness of Ag on L2(0, oo) for g = 1 becomes the classical Hardy inequality. The operator Ag is essentially a square root of a Calderon-Toeplitz operator T^ defined in the context of the Haar wavelet, i.e., AgAg -PTpP, where P : L2(R) -► L2(0, oo) is the orthogonal projection, and also Tp may be expressed in terms of A*Ag . The symbol of Tp is the measure p defined
The background for Calderon-Toeplitz operators is presented in [RI, N] . The result in [N] for Calderon-Toeplitz operators shows that for a positive measure p defined on the upper half plane and p > 1 TpeSp if and only if / / \p(D(u, s))\p du^-< oo, JO ./-oo s where D(u, s) is a hyperbolic disk with fixed radius centered at (u, s).
Preliminaries
For a compact operator T acting on a Hilbert space the nth singular value of T is defined as
The Schatten ideal Sp, 1 < p < oo, is defined as the set of those compact operators T such that \\T\\S, = (J2MT))") "<oo.
n '
In addition 5°° stands for the algebra of bounded operators. We refer to [GK, Mc, Si, Z] for more information about Schatten ideals. For g a measurable function defined on (0, oo) h«iI'^»=(e(X2,,,|Swi2t)"!) • and lp(L2) consists of those g for which HgH/p^) is finite.
A small letter c denotes a constant which changes its value from place to place. A symbol Xa stands for the characteristic function of a set A . Proposition 1.1 (see [Mc] (2)If AgeSx, then g = 0.
Condition (2) states that the family of operators {Ag} is "cut off" at p = 1.
Proof. We prove that the map A, A(g) = Ag , is bounded from l°°(L2) into S°° and from lp(L2) into Sp , 1 < p < 2. It follows by Proposition 1.3 that it is bounded from lp(L2) into Sp for all 1 < p < oo.
We first consider p = oo . We observe that and that -cu°°GriMx)iflfx)dy) -cmu where the last inequality is justified by the classical Hardy inequality. The above computation shows that A is bounded from l°°(L2) into S°° . Remark 2.2. The Sp-criteria for Ag, p > 2, may also be obtained by an application of the results for Calderon-Toeplitz operators in [N] .
